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ABSTRACT 
Two types of (modified) incomplete block factorization methods are considered, 
and the existence and convergence of the related splittings are established for 
H-matrices. This is done by studying in parallel the similar preconditioner for an 
M-matrix h which satisfies A <&A). We show also for the M-matrix case some- 
what more general results for the type of preconditioners considered than previously 
found in the literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of incomplete block factorizations as preconditioners in iterative 
methods has become an important topic in the last decade. Most of the 
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existence and convergence theory has been based on M-matrix theory. 
Extensions of the theory to the classes of H-matrices and block H-matrices 
have been considered earlier in [9]. There the analysis is based on matrix 
norms, and the paper is mainly concerned with the existence of the exact 
block factorization of H and block H-matrices. Here we establish existence 
and convergence for two commonly used types of incomplete block factoriza- 
tions under various assumptions on the particular sparse approximations used 
for H-matrices. The type of preconditioners we consider have been exten- 
sively studied for the M-matrix case and may be considered as the classical 
examples of incomplete block factorizations; see for instance [3, 4, 61. The 
theory in this paper is based on considering in parallel with the given 
H-matrix A an M-matrix A satisfying A <_&A), where .&A) is the 
comparison matrix of A, and constructing a similar preconditioner for A. 
More general results for the M-matrix case are also derived. 
The theory is not restricted to one particular preconditioner, but applies 
to a whole class of preconditioners satisfying the assumptions on the approxi- 
mation rules used for approximating the inverses of the occurring block 
pivots. We also give some examples of approximation rules that satisfy the 
necessary assumptions, showing that the theory is indeed applicable in 
practice. 
1.1. Definitions and Notation 
In this paper we use the following notation and definitions: 
Comparison of matrices and vectors is elementwise, i.e., A > B means 
ai,j > bi,j. Vi,j. 
All vectors are partitioned in accordance with the block partitioning of the 
matrices, e.g., _ c = <_c:, _c;, . . ., c:;,)‘. 
By A( A) we denote the comparison matrix of A, 
A nonsingular matrix A = (a,, j> is called an M-matrix if a,, j < 0 for all i # j 
and A-’ > 0. 
A matrix A is an H-matrix if its comparison matrix &(A) is an M-matrix. 
By diag( A) we denote the point diagonal part of the matrix A, by 
BlockDiag( A) the block diagonal part of A, and by 
BlockDiag( A,, A,, . . . , A,) the block diagonal matrix whose diagonal 
blocks are Aj. 
By A(A) we denote the set of eigenvalues of A, and by p(A) the spectral 
radius of A. 
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Finally, we assume throughout this paper without loss of generality that 
diag( A) > 0 for the matrix A to be factored. 
2. INCOMPLETE BLOCK FACTORIZATION IN INVERSE FREE 
FORM (INVIF) 
Let A = ( Ai, j>, I < i, j i m, be an H-matrix. We shall present A also 
in the form 
A=D-L-U, (2.1) 
where D = BlockDiag( A,, r, A,,,, . . , A,, ,> is the block diagonal part of 
A, while L and U are respectively its strictly lower and upper block triangular 
parts. 
Generalizing [l, lo], we define for A the (M)INVIF preconditioner K: 
K = (I - LA)A-‘( Z - AU), (2.2) 
where 
A = BlockDiag(A,, AS,. . . , A,), 
Bi = A,,i - ( LAU)i,i - wi Vi, i = 1,2 ,..., m, (24 
Ai = Q(B;‘) + w;lVi’l, 
and ni( B;‘) denotes some sparse approximation to B;‘, while Vi and Vi 
are diagonal matrices defined by the relations 
fi = Aisici - ( LACQi 
(2.4) 
Here c = [c:, &, . , . , &,I’ is a positive vector such that the vector f = 
[j:, f., . . . , f:]” has nonzero components; this will be guaranteed by-the 
choice of c specified in (2.11) ( see Lemma 1). This preconditioner is in 
so-called inverse free form, by which is meant that if one has to solve a linear 
system with K as coefficient matrix, this can be done through a forward and 
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backward sweep consisting of only matrix-vector multiplies, i.e., no solution 
of any linear subsystem is required. For a detailed discussion see for instance 
[3]. Note that the abbreviation "(M)INVIF" introduced in [lo] is composed of 
“INV" used in [6] to denote incomplete block factorizations of the SSOR type, 
“IF" standing for “inverse free,” and “M" standing for “modified.” 
One can view this type of preconditioner as of generalized SSOR type: in 
regular SSOR, A i would be equal to oAi i. This choice of preconditioner 
permits fill-in only within the diagonal blocks. Such preconditioners are 
cheaper in arithmetic and memory requirements than general incomplete 
block factorization methods. Furthermore, limiting fill-in to diagonal blocks, 
we do not need to decide which off-diagonal blocks are to be modified, and 
this is a nontrivial problem in practice. Note also that in case A is block 
tridiagonal, that is also the only place where fill-in will occur. The block 
tridiagonal case is the most common case in problems originating from 
second order partial differential equations in two dimensions, where each 
block might correspond to a line in the domain, and in three dimensions, 
where each block might correspond to a plane. To keep the proofs accessible 
we have limited ourselves to the aforementioned type of preconditioners, 
thereby covering the most common cases. 
When constructing Ai we employ two diagonal modification steps, in 
accordance with the fact that there are two different approximation steps 
involved in this factorization. In this way each modification step can sepa- 
rately take account of the errors made in the particular approximation step. 
The first modification, with Vi, compensates for ignoring the change and 
fill-in in the off-diagonal blocks; the second one, with Vl, compensates for 
replacing the inverse of the block pivot Bi by its sparse approximation 
fli(BiP’). For a discussion on the effects of this type of modification in 
practice, see for instance [2]. 
Note that if oi = WI = 0 and CIi(BiP’) = B,i, then by (2.3), A;’ = A,,i 
- (LAU)i,i and thus K,,i = A,,i. Furthermore, if Vi = IV,‘l, i = 1,. . . , m, 
then Z@ = As if WI = 1, i = 1,. . , m. The reason for modifying with IV/] 
instead of Vi, is to ensure nonsingularity of Ai. The need for this will become 
apparent in the proof of Theorem 2. 
The (M~NVIF preconditioner for an H-matrix A will be sfudied_ by 
con$deri_ng inparallel the similar preconditioner for an M-matrix A = ( Ai,j) 
= D - L - 7J with the same block partitioning satisfying the inequality 
li <M(A), (2.5) 
where _&A) is the comparison matrix for A. Since A is assumed to be an 
H-mat+ we can take, in particular, A =_&(A). It now follows from (2.5) 
that D <d(D), L > 1 L(, and I? z ]U I. We construct for A its (MhNVIF 
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preconditioner i? using the same approximation rules fli, the same vector 
_c > 0, and the same values of the parameters wi, w(: 
k = (I - S)L-‘(z - C), 
where 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
& = BlockDiag(h,, A2,. . , A_), 
lzi = iii,i - (Eifi)i,i - wi vi, i= 1,2 ,...,m, 
iii = f&pi;‘) + wi) q, 
while the diagonal matrices Vi and Vi’ are defined by the relations 
V& = (iG7~)i - ( LirQiCi, 
V$ = ci - ,n,( ti;‘)f;, 
5 = &Ci - (LG+ 
Of course, the vector f- is assumed here to have only nonzero components. 
This will be guaranteed, along with the property f > 0 [see (2.4)], by the 
choice of _c specified by (2.11) in Theorem 1. - 
Note that if wi = 1, i = 1,. . . , m, then l& = A-_c, although & = A_c 
only if Vi’ are all nonnegative. 
We need 
ASSUMPTION 1. Assume that for i = 1,. . . , m the approximation rules 
Rj are such that for any M-matrix X the (componentwise) inequalities 
are valid. 
0 < &(x-r) < x-’ (2.9) 
ASSUMPTION 2. Assume that for i = 1,. . , m the approximation rules 
CIi are such that for any M-matrix X the splittings 
x = [a,( XP’)] -I - Qi (2.10) 
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are weak regular, i.e., fi,(X-l> are nonsingular and nonnegative and 
n,(x-‘>Q > 0. 
REMARK 1. Assumption 2 implies Assumption 1, since it follows from 
(2. IO) that 
fij( x-l> = x-1 - a,( X-‘)Qp < x-l. 
Then we have as a generalization of a result in [lo] 
THEOREM 1. 
vector such that 
Let i = (&j), 1 < i, j < m, be an M-matrix, c a positive 
&>O and (Ac)~>O, (2.11) 
and Assumption 1 be satisfied. Then for wi < 1, 0 < 01 < 1, i = 1,. . . , m: 
(i) I$ are well defined by (2.7)-(2.8) and nonnegative, while Ri are 
M-matrices. 
(ii) Ifli = 2, 0,(X- ‘) are symmetric for a symmetric M-matrix X, and 
a~.’ = 1 i = 1 . 
’ Ciii)’ IfA 
m, then Z? is symmetric positive definite and h(d, Ri) > 1. 
’ . . ’ * 
ssumptaon 2 is satisfied, then K is nonsingular_and_mon~tone. Zf, 
moreover, wi = a$ == 0, i = 1,:. ., m, then the splitting A = K _- R is weak 
regular and hence p( Z - i-IA) < 1. In case of symmetry, K is positive 
definite, and if, moreover, a+ = 0, w[ = 1, i = 1, . . . , m, then h(k-‘A) > 1. 
REMARK 2. For an M-matrix i there always exists a positive vector c 
such that & > 0 [5], for which the assumptions (2.11) are obviously satisfied. 
In practice one often can choose c as a constant vector; another possibility is 
to perform a few unpreconditioned iterations to get an approximation to the 
solution of & = e where _e, = 1 Vi. Clearly _x satisfies (2.11), and for many 
problems after a few iterations the approximation will also satisfy (2.11). 
Proof. To prove (i) we will establish by induction the inequalities 
and 
i,_c, .& > (Q a 0 (2.12) 
c, > (I\&),. (2.13) 
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For k = 1, g, = ii.i and hence by (2.11) 
_ 
B,_c, = &, l_cl =fl > (h), > 0. 
Thus vi is well defined, and since by Assumption 1 
the diagonal matrix Vi is nonnegative; this together with q’ > 0 implies that 
Ai > 0. Using (2.7) and (2.81, we derive (2.13) for k = 1 
Assume now that $2.12) and (2.13) are proved for i < k, implying that ij 
are M-matrices and Ai are nonnegative. Then by (2.7) and (2.8) using (2.11) 
and induction we have 
= &J$k - wk(i&)k - (1 - uk)@ifi)k,+ 
> 0 for ok & 1 
a Ak,kck - (mqk 
=ji > ik,k-ck - (-&)k 2 (&)k’ 
which proves (2.12). This implies that Gk is an M-matrix, Vi is well defined, 
and 
Therefore 9; and Ak are both nonnegative (using again 04 > 0). 
It remains now to prove (2.13) for k. Using (2.12), we have by (2.8) and 
(2.7) 
which completes the proof of (i). 
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Case (ii): L_et A, ii, and Ai be symmetric and 01 = 1, i = 1,. . , m. 
Then trivially K is symmetric, and positive definiteness of K is equivalent 
with positive definiteness of A, which in turn is equivalent with h(Ai) > 0. 
Now by Assumption 1 the matrix 
has nonpositive off-diagonal entries. On the other hand, for the positive 
vector Bi_ci [by (2.12)] we have, using WI = 1 and (2.12), 
(Ai - zz;‘)~i_ci = Ai& - cTi = ii& - Aif, 2 0. 
Thus, by Gershgorin’s circle theorem, A, - B;_i is positive semidefinite, 
which implies that h(AiBi) > 1. Positivity of h(A,) now being obvious, this 
completes the proof of (ii)._ 
Case (iii): Since fij( Bjdl)gi (by Assumption 2) and Bi [by (i)] are 
M-matrices, the matrix 
is also an M-matrix. This implies that Ai and Z? are both nonsingular, while 
monotonicity of l? follows from nonnegativity of A, L, and c in view of the 
identity 
k-1 = z + c (aq’ A z + y(iAf . 
[ 
m-1 
i=l I[ i=l 1 
In case of symmetry A, and i_ are _clear_ly positive definite. If, moreover, 
w; = 1, i = 1,. . ) m, then for R = K - A we have by (2.8) 
(Afi~)~ = 6,[6,‘~, + (iAti~)~ - &ci] = ci - &j = 0. (2.14) 
On the other hand. the matrix 
has nonnegative off-diagonal blocks, and if wi = 0, i = 1, . . , m, the diago- 
nal blocks 
hiii,,i = z - Ai& (2.15) 
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have also nonnegative off-diagonal entries, since Ai tii are M-matrices. Thus, _ _ 
all off-diagonal entries of AR are nonnegative, and by (2.14) AR is negative 
semidefinite, implying that so is fi and that h(Z?iA) = A(Z - i-ii> z 1. 
It remains only to show that if wi = ol_= O,_ i =_I,. . , m, then the 
matrix Z?‘R is nonnegative, implying that A = K - R is a weak regular 
splitting. Indeed, 
&ii,,, = I - Aitii = I - n,(p)tii 2 0 
by Assumption 2, and off-diagonal blocks of hfi are obviously nonnegative. 
Nonnegativity of K’fi follows now from the identity 
Theorem 1 is thus completely proved. n 
Note that when A is a block tridiagonal matrix, the residual matrix 
h = Z? - A is block diagonal, i.e., fi = BlockDiag(fi,, i, . . , k,,_) and 
ii,,, = &,l - Bi - Wi Vi, i = l,...,m 
Since in case of symmetry the matrix Ai’ - ii is by (ii) negative semidefi- 
nite when WI = 1, i = 1, ,1~_, we conclude that so is R if wi E [0, 11, 
i = l,..., m, implying that h(K-iA) > 1. We have thus proved the follow- 
ing generalization of a result in [lo]: 
COROLLARY 1. Zf i = At is an m X m block ttidiagonal Mm&-ix, _c > 0 
satisfies (2.11), A ssumption 1 is satisfied, and fli(X-‘) are symmetric for a 
symmetric M-matrix X, then h(K-l& > 1 for all wi E [0, l] and w: = 1, 
i = 1,. . . , m. 
To prove the existence of the (M)INVIF preconditioners for H-matrices we 
need the following assumptions: 
ASSUMPTION 3. Assume that for i = 1,2, , m the approximation rules 
Ri are such that for any H-matrix X and an M-matrix Y satisfying the 
condition Y <A( X) the inequalities 
Jni(x-‘)l f szi(Y_') <Y-l (2.16) 
are valid. 
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REMARK 3. For an M-matrix X = Y it follows from (2.16) that 0 G 
ni(x-‘) Q x-i, and thus Assumption 1 is implied by Assumption 3. 
ASSUMPTION 4. Assume that for i = 1,2, . . . , m the approximation rules 
ai are such that for any Z-Z-matrix X and an M-matrix Y satisfying Y <J(X) 
the inequalities 
II - sli(x-‘)x( <I - &(Y-‘)Y (2.17) 
hold along with the inequalities (2.16), and n&Y-‘) has no zero rows. 
REMARK 4. Assumption 4 implies Assumption 2. Indeed, by (2.16), 
Lni(X-‘) > 0 for an M-matrix X, while by (2.17) Pi = Z - CZ,(X-‘)X > 0, 
that is, (R,(X-‘)X = Z - Pi has nonpositive off-diagonal entries. Since for an 
M-matrix X there exists always a positive vector _c such that Xc > 0 [S] and 
tii(X-‘) > 0, we conclude that (I - Z’,)_c > 0 and hence Z - Pi is nonsingu- 
lar, implying that ai(X-‘> . 1s nonsingular as well. Thus Assumption 2 is 
fulfilled. 
REMARK 5. Note that (2.17) implies that diag(fli(X-‘)X> > 0; this will 
be needed in Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let A =_(Ai.j), 1 < i, j < m, be an H-matrix, c > 0 satisfy 
(2.11) for an M-matrix A <A( A), Assumption 4 be satisfied, and q, q’ E 
[0, 11, i = 1,. . . , m. Then for i = 1, . . , m: 
(i) Bj aA > tii; 
(ii) Bi is an H-matrix; 
(iii) IAil Q hi, 
where Bi, Ai and gi, hi are defined respectively by (2.3)-(2.4) and 
(2.7)-(2.8). 
Proof. Since by Remarks 1 and 4, Assumption 4 implies Assumption 1, it 
follows from Theorem 1 that ii are M-matrices; hence (i) implies (ii). 
(i) and (iii) follow by induction. Indeed, for i = 1 we have 
B, >A( B,) a (2.18) 
B, = A,, ,and J%(A) > A. By (2.3) and (2.4) 
YB,_c, = [I - C&( B;l)B,]_c,, 
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implying, in view of (2.171, that 
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IVJ IQ,l < [z - a,( B;‘)z$ = fT;z+,. (2.19) 
Since by (2.18) 
and kj,c, > 0 by (2.121, the inequality (2.19) implies that 
and thus, using (2.16) and WI > 0, we obtain 
Assume now that (i) and (iii) are proved for all j < i. Then 
A( Bi) >A( A,,,) -I( LAu),,,I - WilYI, 
and since obviously 
we have 
lvil < Vi, (2.20) 
dqBi) > & - (eAqi,i - Wifi = iii, 
and similarly Bi > gi, implying that diag(Bi) > 0 and thus Bi >M(B,), 
which proves (i). 
The inequality 
6 = A+ - ( LAUE)~ > &ci - (&&)i =j (2.21) 
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implies that fi > 0 [since jy > 0 by (2.12>], and therefore V,l is well defined 
by (2.4). Using (2.17) we derive 
Iv,‘&1 =I_Ci - ‘i( Bi’)f; 1 
,<(I - qBi-l)B,ICi +lfqBi-‘)IIB,_ci -&I 
< [I - a,( zii-l)iqci + q( B,l)IBi~i -fil, 
and since by (2.20) 
(2.22) 
[Bigi -&I = (1 - Wi)lVil~{ < (1 - q) ViCi = tiici -8, 
(2.22) implies that 
Now from (2.21) and (2.23) we have 
(2.23) 
implying finally that 
which completes the proof of Lemma 1. W 
REMARK 6. For q’ = 0, i = 1,. . , m, the results of Lemma 1 remain 
valid if fij satisfy Assumption 3 instead of Assumption 4. Indeed in this case 
(i) implies that 
IAil =ICI,(B;‘)l <Cl@;‘) = 6,. 
THEOREM 2. 
satisfy (2.11) f 
Let A = (AiJ), 1 Q i, j < m, be an H-matrix, _c > 0 
or an M-matrix A <_&(A), Assumption 4 be satisfied, and 
Wi,W(EIO,ll,i=l)... , m. Then K is well defined by (2.2)-(2.41, nonsingu- 
lar, and in case of symmetry positive definite. Furthermore, if q = w( = 0, 
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i = l,..., m, then the splitting A = K - R is convergent, i.e., p( 1 - K- ‘A) 
< 1. 
Proof. Let 
n,( B,‘)B, = z - P,. 
Since by Lemma 1 we have .&( Bi) > Bi, Assumption 4 implies that 
qqB;‘)B,) 2 z - lP,l = z -II - Rj(B,l)Bjl 
> Z - [I - C@;i)s,] = .n,(@i)ti,. (2.24) 
By Remark 4, fii<E?-‘)Bi is an M-matrix, and thus by (2.241, Q,(BiP1)B, is 
an H-matrix. We note, furthermore, that by (2.17) 
and by Lemma 1 
diag(fi*( B;i)Bj) > 0, (2.25) 
diag( Bi) > 0. (2.26) 
Using (2.24)-(2.26) and Lemma 1, we obtain 
&(AiB,) =.+,(B;r)B, + q’lV;lBi) 
>.d( ni( Bi-1) BJ + WJV,‘l.dq Bi) 
Here we use the fact that we modify with IV,‘!, s ince for the first inequality to 
hold it is necessary that diag(Lni(Biml)B,> 2 0 (Remark 5) and diag(w~lVj’l Bi) 
> 0, which follows from w( > 0 and diag(Bi) > 0 (Lemma 1). 
Therefore, in view of Remark 4 and (2.12), 
J(AjBj)_cj > C@-l)tii:i > 0, 
implying that Ai Bj is an H-matrix, and by Gershgorin’s circle theorem, 
Re h(A, Bi) > 0. Thus Ai and K are nonsingular. 
In case of symmetry Bj are positive definite by (ii) of Lemma 1, and 
hence the inequalities A(AiBi> > 0 imply that Ai and K are positive 
definite. 
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Finally, let wi = oi) = 0, i = 1,. . . , m. We are to show that p(K-‘R) = 
p(Z - ZC’A) < 1. To this end we split the residual matrix R into its block 
diagonal and off-diagonal parts: 
R = K - A = A-’ - D + LAU = BlockDiag( R) + R’. 
Blocks of R’ can be majorized using inequality (iii) of Lemma 1: 
IRi,jI = I( LAu)i,j 1 G (ILI * IAl * IuI)i,j 
< (idqi,j = ii,,j (i +j), 
where R = Z? - i = A-’ - ?, + i&c is defined by (2.6)-(2.8) and i < 
A( A) is an M-matrix. We have thus established the inequality 
IR’I < ii’. (2.27) 
Next we prove the inequality 
1 A BlockDiag( R) ( < A BlockDiag( R) . (2.28) 
Indeed, since oi = WI = 0, we have 
and similarly 
AiRi i = I - AiBi, (2.29a) 
b& = z - &Iii. (2.29b) 
Since, by Lemma 1, Bi is an H-matrix and A( Bi) > ii, while Ri is an 
M-matrix by Theorem 1, we can apply Assumption 4 to X = Bi and Y = fii, 
which yields, in view of (2.29), that 
(A,RJ = (I - Ai~J G I - AiRi = hiRj,i, (2.30) 
thus proving (2.28). C ombining (2.28) and (2.27) with the inequality I Al d A, 
we obtain 
IARl <IA BlockDiag(R)I + lAl*lR’l 
< 6 BlockDiag( R) + AR’ = AR. (2.31) 
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Writing 
K-‘R = (I - AU)-‘( Z - AL)-‘AR, 
&‘jj = (I- q’(z - aq’afi, 
and making note that 
I(Z - AU)-'1 =I Z + AU + (AU)” + .a* 1 
Q I + Ati + (q2 + .+* = (I - ati)-‘, 
and similarly 
((Z-AL)-'/ Q (I - ai)-‘, 
we finally obtain, using (2.31), 
IK-‘RI <[(I - AU)-‘lj(Z - AL)-‘l.IARI 
< (I - ati)-‘(z - aL)-‘r\h = i-‘A. 
Since by Theorem 1 we have p(Z?‘& < 1, we conclude using the last 
inequality that 
p( KFR) < p( IK’RI) < p( Hi) < 1, 
which completes the proof. n 
To make the (M)INVIF preconditioner practical, we show that a family of 
approximation rules fi, studied in [7] satisfies Assumption 4. Let X be an 
rr x n H-matrix, and let S c {(i,j): 1 < i #j < n}. Define fi,(X-‘1 as 
follows: 
(nS(x-l))i,j = O, (i,j) E S, 
(f&(x-1)X). 
(2.32) 
= 6. 
‘,I 13J’ (cj) e s 
(1 < i,j < n), 
where Si, j is the Kronecker symbol. 
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In the next theorem we need the following simple 
LEMMA 2. Let Y be an M-matrix, and a matrix X satisfy the condition 
.l(X> > Y. Then X is an H-matrix and IX-‘1 < Y-‘. 
Proof. The fact that X is an H-matrix is quite evident, and the required 
inequality then easily follows from Ostrowski’s theorem [8] (X-l1 <&XI-’ 
and the monotonicity of M-matrices, since L(X) = Y + R, R > 0, implies 
that Y-’ =J(X)-’ +-l(X)-‘RY-’ >J(X>-‘, as .&X)-l > 0 and Y-’ 
> 0. 
THEOREMS. Let X = (x~,~) be an n X n H-matrix and Y = ( yi, j) be an 
n X n M-matrix such that Y <J(X). Thenforany S G {(i, j>: 1 < i Z j < n) 
one has 
(i) IsZ,(X-‘>I ( fi,(Y-‘1 < YP’, 
(ii) II - 0,(X-‘)X1 < Z - iR,(Y-l)Y, 
i.e., Assumption 4 is satisfied. 
Proof. In view of (2.321, nonzero entries of the ith rows of the matrices 
Lns(X-‘> and 0,(Y-‘) are equal to the entries of the corresponding rows of 
inverses of principal submatrices of X and Y lying in the intersection of rows 
and columns with numbers j such that (i,j) P S. Applying Lemma 2 to 
these principal submatrices of X and Y, we derive that 
If&( x-q < Q,(y-l) < Y-l: 
which proves (i). 
Since for (i, j> E S we have (sls(X-l>X),,j = 6,,j = (Ins(Y-‘)Y )i,j, 
inequality (ii) is equivalent to the inequalities 
J(nS(xp')x)i,jl G -(fl~(Y-‘)y)~,~, (i,j) E S. 
Let (i, j> E S; then by (i> 
I(aS(xpl)x)i,jl f C ((SIS(X-l))i,kl'IXk,jl 
Ci,kkES 
’ - C (nS(y-‘))i,kYk,j = -('S(y-')y)i,j' 
Ci,kk,ES 
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In this inequality string we have used nonpositivity of yk,j, which follows 
from the fact that k #j implied by the conditions (i,j) E S and (i, k) P S. 
This completes the proof. W 
Another type of approximations to inverse matrices satisfying Assumption 
4 is provided by inverses to the unmodified INVIF preconditioners. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = (Ai,j), 1 ,< i, j < m, be an H-matrix, Assump- 
tion 4 be satisfied, and K be the INVIF preconditioner for A &fined 
accordingly to (2.2)-(2.41, oi = OJ~, i = 1,. , m. Then for any M-matrix 
4 = (&, j), 1 < i, j < m, satisfying i <J%(A) and its INVIF preconditioner 
K (2.6)-(2.8) constructed using the same approximation rules 52, and the 
same w,, w(, the inequalities 
and 
II - K-‘AI < Z - I;'-'A 
are valid. 
Proof. The inequalities 1 K’I < k’ and II - ZCIAl < Z - Z?‘A were 
established in the proof of Theorem 2. Thus we have only to ascertain that 
K-1 <;iP’ 
> O,&ce 
IS inequality obviously results from the inequality I - Z?lA 
W 
3. INCOMPLETE BLOCK FACTORIZATION (INVA) 
Generalizing [lo], we define for a block matrix A = ( Ai j>, 1 < i, j < m, 
the (M)INVA preconditioner K (again “INV” is borrowed from [6], while “A” 
indicates that an additional approximation state which might be needed to 
make A more sparse is considered): 
by the relations 
K = (A - L)A-‘(A - U), (3.1) 
A = BlockDiag( Al, AZ,. , A,), 
B, = A,,i - (Lfi(Apl)U)i,i - w,Vi, i=l ,..., m, (3.2) 
Ai = Q(Bi) - w;V~, 
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where 
a( A-‘) = BlockDiag( fir( Al’), . . . , Clm( A,‘)) 
and Vi and V/ are diagonal matrices such that 
Vici = ( LA-‘UC), - (Lfi( A-r)u)i,iCi> 
VirCi = [a;( Bi) - Ai,i]ci + (LA-‘UC)~. 
(3.3) 
Analogously to the method in Section 2, we use here two modification steps. 
The first one compensates for the approximation of A-’ and for ignoring the 
change and fill-in in the off-diagonal blocks, while the second compensates 
for approximating Bi and ensures that & = A_c for a positive vector c 
whenever oi’ = 1, i = 1,. . . , m. 
ASSUMPTION 5. Assume that for i = 1, . . , m the approximation rules 
fii are such that for any M-matrix X 
“++I;( X)) >/ n;(x) > x. (3.4) 
REMARK 7. The inequalities (3.4) imply that n:(X) is an M-matrix, and 
hence al(X) =J(sZi(X)). 
THEOREM 5. Let i = (&, j), 1 < i, j < m, be an M-matrix, Assump- 
tions 1 and 5 be satisfied, and _c > 0 be such that 
Then: 
& > 0 and ( q1 > 0. (3.5) 
(i) For q, w( < 1, i = 1,. . . , m, the MINVA preconditioner Z? is yell 
defined by (3.1)~(3.3). M oreover, Ai are M-mat&es, implying that Z? is 
nonsingular and in case of symmetry K is positive definite. 
(ii) For 01 = 1, i = l,...;m, one has Re A(i - A) < 0, implying 
that in case of symmetry A(Z?‘A) > 1. 
(iii) If wi = 0, =_O, i = 1,. , m, the splitting A = Z? - 6 is regular 
and hence p(Z - K-‘A) < 1. 
Proof. Let us prove first that Ai are M-fnatrices. To this end we prove 
by induction that the off-diagonal entries of Aj are nonpositive and 
A& > (&)., i = l,...,m. (3.6) 
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For i = 1 we have 
and thus B, is an M-matrix, while A1 has nonpositive off-diagonal entries. 
Furthermore, by (3.3)~(3.5) 
implying that A1 is an M-matrix. 
Let now, for all j < i, 4 and 6, be M-matrices and (3.6) be satisfied. 
The off-diagonal entries of Bi being nonpositive, the inequalities 
tipi > (vsao2 oi”‘)Ai,i,i - (tn(i\-‘)qi,ici - qgi 
(%& - (iA-‘u$Y)&ici - (LI)i(Y5)(ti~)i > 0 (3.7) 
imply that gi is an M-matrix and hence 6, has nonpositive off-diagonal 
entries. We derive now (3.6) for i as follows: 
ii& = a;( &)Gi - 6J; qki 
= (1 - w()n;(S,)~, + w; ii& - (Lm7~)i] 1 
2 (1 - qyti& + co;[ A& - (ia’a),] 
%Qi,ici - (ta-‘&)i’y+7~)i. 
Thus, Ai is ,an M-matrix. The nonsingularity of i? and its positive definite- 
ness when .A and A are symmetric are now obvious. 
(ii): The relations 
and for the diagonal blocks (01 = 1) 
iii,i = (iqlii) - I$) + (i[A-1 - “(A-‘)]ti)i,i - 9; - fqq 
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show that the off-diagonal entries of fi are nonnegative. On the other hand, 
by construction hi_c = 0, and hence Re h(fi) < 0 by Gershgorin’s circle 
theorem. 
(iii): To show regularity of the splitting i = l? - h we note first that the 
matrix 
i-1 = (’ _ @c)-‘A-yz _ LA-l) -1 
and the off-diagonal blocks of g are nonnegative. We have thus only to show 
that & i 2 0. Indeed, since wi = wi’ = 0 we have 
& = n;(&) - ii,i + (f,A-qi 
= n@,) - Bej + (~[A-1 - rz(A-‘)]q_ > 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. n 
To prove existence of the MINVA preconditioner for H-matrices we need 
the following 
ASSUMPTION 6. Assume that for i = 1,2,. . . , m the approximation rules 
01 are such that for any H-matrix X and an M-matrix Y satisfying Y <.4(X> 
the inequalities 
(n;(x)) 2 n:(y)> (3.8a) 
p;(x) -XI < q(y) - y (3.8b) 
are valid. 
REMARK 8. For an M-matrix X = Y it follows from (3.8) that 
“#qn;( X)) z n;(x) 2 x, 
and thus Assumption 5 is implied by Assumption 6. 
REMARK 9. Since, under Assumption 6, _&(CIl(Y )> = n:(Y) is an M- 
matrix (which is implied by Remarks 7 and S), it follows from (3.8a) that for 
an H-matrix X its approximation 0:(X) is also an H-matrix. 
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ASSUMPTION 7. Assume that for i = 1,2,. . . , m the approximation rules 
lRi are such that for any H-matrix X and an M-matrix Y satisfying Y <J%(X) 
the inequalities 
jni(x-‘)l <@(Y-i), (3.9a) 
1 x-1 - Ini( x-l)/ < Y-l - fii(Y_‘) (3.9b) 
are valid. 
REMARK 10. Clearly, Assumption 7 implies Assumption 3. On the other 
hand, Assumption 7 is itself implied by Assumption 4. Indeed, by Lemma 2, 
(XP’ ( < Y-i. Together with (2.17) the last inequality yields that 
Ix-1 - c&(x-‘)I <II - ni(x-‘)xl*Ix-‘I 
< [I - Ri(Y_')Y ]y-' = y-l - fil,(y-‘), 
and (3.9b) is proved. 
THEOREM 6. Let A = ( Ai,j), 1 < i, j < m, be an H-matrix, Assump- 
tions 6 and 7 be satisfied, and _c > 0 satisfy (3.5) for an M-matrix A <A( A). 
Then for wi, wi’ E [0, 11, i = 1, . . . , m, the MINVA preconditioner K is well 
defined by (3.1H3.3) and nonsingular. Moreover, in case of symmetry K is 
positive definite, and if oi = 01 = 0 then p(Z - K-IA) < 1. 
Proof. We first prove by induction that Bi and Ai are H-matrices, 
implying that _K is nonsingular and positive definite in case of symmetry. 
Since Bi and Ai were shown to be M-matrices in Theorem 5, it is sufficient 
to show that 
A(&) 2 g, i = 1,. . . , m, (3.10) 
and 
k(Aj) a ii,, i=l ,...,m. (3.11) 
For i = 1 we have 
B, = A,, 1 and J%( A,,,) 2 A,,, = I?, 
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and thus IV;1 < vi, we have using (3.8a) 
A(A,) =.d(fl;( B,) - w; V;) 
aqfq( B,)) - @;lv;l 
>, a;( ti,) - w; 9; = Al. 
Let now (3.10) and (3.11) be valid for all j < i. Since 
+[A-’ , - n(A-l)]u)i iIc< +I C (LA-‘ll)i,jicj 
j#i 
‘“zbyi[A-’ - n(A-‘)]qi ci + c (L-%)i,j~j = qci 
j#i 
(in the last inequality we have also used that for j < i, IA;’ I < AT ’ by 
Lemma 2) and thus 
we have 
lvil < vi?. (3.12) 
AT >M( A,,,) -((Lfl(A-‘)U)i,il - ~,lVil 
> Ai,, - (L”(A-‘)qi,i - fiJj vi = tii, 
which proves (3.10). We prove next that 
(3.13) 
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Indeed, using (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain 
V/_ci = sZ;( B,)_c, - A+ + (LA-%), 
= CIi( Bi)ci + Vici - [ Ai,i - (Lfi(A-‘)u)i,i]ci 
= n;( Bi)Ci + v,_c, - Bi_ci - wi v,_c, 
= [n;(Bi) - Bi]ci + (1 - 6Ji)Vi_ci, 
and similarly 
qki = [fqIzi) -I+, + (1 - Wi)Vi_ci. 
Therefore, by (3.8b) and (3.12), 
lVJCi <lfq( Bi) - 13,1ci + (1 - Oi)lVil~ 
< [n;(iJ - zqc, + (1 - Wi)V& = q_ci, 
and (3.13) follows. Now, using (3.8a) and (3.13), we derive (3.11): 
We turn now to proving that p( I - KIA) when oi = WI = 0, i = 
1 >..., m. To this end we establish first the inequality 
IRI <ii (3.14) 
for R = K - A and k = k - A. Indeed, in view of (3.8b), the inequality 
M(A) 2 A, and (3.9b), the required inequality for diagonal blocks can be 
proved as follows: 
IRj,jl =]Ai -A,,j + (LA-lU)i,i] 
=J[fi;(‘i) - Bi] + (t[A-’ - CI(A-‘)]U). .I I,1 
< a;(&) - Gi + &[A-1 - “(A-‘)]ti)i,, = hi,+ 
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while for i #j, by (3.11) and Lemma 2, 
4 similar inequality holds, in view of (3.11) and Lemma 2, also for K-’ and 
K-‘: 
IK-‘l~~(Z-A-lU)~l~.IA-lI.~(Z-LA-l)~l~ 
< (I - a-lZ$’ . A-‘. (Z _ LA-l)-1 = i-1. 
Combining this with (3.14), we finally obtain using Theorem 5 that 
p( Z - K'A) = p( K-‘R) < p( IK-‘RI) < p( k'ii) < 1, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. w 
We now indicate some types of sparse approximation rules fli and fii 
satisfying respectively Assumptions 7 and 6. Consider first the approximation 
of inverse matrices. As shown in Theorem 3, approximations 0,(X-l) for 
S c {(i, j) : 1 < i # j < n) defined in (2.32) satisfy Assumption 4, and hence, 
in view of Remark 10, they satisfy also Assumption 7. We note that Ln,(X-’ > 
are in general unsymmetric matrices even for X = XT. So it might be 
reasonable to use instead symmetrized approximations 
8,(x-l) = +[ Ln,( x-l) + a,( x-y], 
obviously also satisfying Assumption 7 when X and Y are symmetric. 
Another example of sparse approximations to inverse matrices for which 
Assumption 7 is fulfilled is provided, in view of the Ostrowski theorem [s], by 
fi(X-‘) = ZI,(X-‘), where 
(‘P( ‘-l))i,j = { 
( XP’),,j, Ii - jl < p for some nonnegative integer p, 
0, Ii -jl > p 
(see e.g. [l]). 
In view of Theorem 4 and Remark 10, inverses of the INVIF precondition- 
ers under the hypotheses of Theorem 4 also satisfy Assumption 7. 
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It-was established in the prof of Theorem 6 that I K- ’ I < I? ‘, where K 
and K are the INVA preconditioners for an H-matrix A and an M-matrix i 
such that 2 <A( A), respectively. So to prove that Cn(A-‘):= K-’ satisfies 
Assumption 7 it remains only to ascertain that 
Indeed, in view of (3.14) and Lemma 2 
IA-1 _ K-11 +-‘(K _ A)A-‘I < k-l@ _ &i-l = A-1 _ k-1, 
and thus inverses to the INVA preconditioners for H-matrices can be used as 
approximations to inverses of these matrices. 
As to approximation rules al, the simplest choice evidently satisfying 
Assumption 6 is to approximate an n X n H-matrix X = (x~,~) by n:(X), 
which is defined for S c {(i,j): 1 < i #j < n} by 
('I,CX))i,j = 
i 
xi,j' (i,j) @ S, 
o, 
(i,j) E S. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have developed existence and convergence theory for 
two types of preconditioners for H-matrices by proving similar results for 
related M-matrices, improving in this way some known results for M-matrices. 
The theory is based on certain assumptions which have to be satisfied by the 
approximations used in the factorizations. In this way the results are not 
limited to one particular preconditioner but are valid for a certain class 
Although the assumptions necessary for the H-matrix case are stronger than 
for the M-matrix case, the results for the H-matrices if the assumptions are 
satisfied are at least as good as for the corresponding M-matrix. Secondly, as 
was previously known for the M-matrix case, the assumptions necessary for 
the (M)INVIF preconditioner are stronger than for the (M)INVA preconditioner. 
We also note that in the latter case we may modify directly with 0,’ instead of 
IV,‘1 to ensure nonsingularity. As a further remark to show that the (M)INWF 
preconditioners are more restrictive, consider again approximation rule R, 
defined in (2.32). As noted in Section 3, a,( X-i) is in general unsymmetric 
even for symmetric X. For (M)INVA we may symmetrize the approximation, 
and Assumption 7 will still be fulfilled. However, for Assumption 4, necessary 
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for (M)INVIF, this is not the case. This difference between the two types, as in 
the M-matrix case, reflects of course the fact that in (M)INVA the pivot blocks 
in the factorization determine nonsingularity and possibly positive definite- 
ness, while in (M)INVIF the approximations to the inverses of the pivot blocks 
are the determining factor. 
Comments made by a anonymous referee helped improve the presentation 
of this paper. 
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